The prospect of 10 billion connected devices by 2025 promises an ecosystem for ‘Internet of everything’ for targeted applications in sectors such as automation, infrastructure and healthcare. Hardware systems that support this ecosystem typically comprise of (i) signal-transducers (ii) power management circuits (iii) low-power computation and (iv) interface RF-circuits. These modules however, are still sub-optimum as they result from standalone research in each of them wherein either the sensor devices or the interface circuits do not account for the limitations imposed by the other. This has lead to inefficient power extraction capability, reduced lifetime and functionality and increased form-factor in present sensor systems. My research combines emergent-material research, innovative sensor-modeling and fabrication, and specialized circuit techniques to design end-to-end IoT sensing systems that can potentially overcome these limitations and support the next generation of IoT. In my talk, I will demonstrate the importance of the need to co-design sensor devices with circuits using two research examples. The first one concerns a vibrational energy harvester system for industrial machine health monitoring and the second one deals with mobile phone-based distributed vehicular communication for real-time traffic management. Using them, I will illustrate the approaches taken for a full system design and optimization that include multi-physics transducer design, semiconductor device design, simulation framework development, and co-design of interface circuits. Through these examples, I will illustrate the tools and techniques that help in translating novel technologies to full system application in the context of IoT sensing.
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